
KEYNOTE

Tim’s 45 minute to 3 hour Keynote Speech is as funny as it is inspiring and praccal.  Audiences 
experience how anyone can develop and apply their Comic Vision® to become more resourceful 
and resilient at work and in their personal lives.  Tim’s rejuvenang and immediately applicable 
message teaches audiences how to increase morale while enhancing producvity and everyday 
enthusiasm in three short, and easy to adopt, steps. His unique, yet praccal, ideas help people 
diffuse roune or extreme stress by insulang themselves against negavity.  He shows 
audiences how to “refresh and renew” themselves daily by using and sharing his techniques.  
His His terrifically funny, unique stories (and of course, extraordinary visual props) make this 
keynote address a hilarious way to start or close your meeng.  Tim custom tailors this program 
for your event, and he doesn’t make light of your serious situaons, but rather, shines a light on 
them to reveal previously unseen possibilies.

This workshop connues the Comic Vision™ “good, clean humor philosophy”, and provides deeper insights into Tim’s humor plan and 
guidelines that are crucial to harnessing and applying humor as a business skill.

Almost everyone will agree that humor can have a posive impact at work.  As a strategic skill, it can act as a posive factor in communica-
on, morale, and stress reducon.   However, if misused, it can have an equally negave effect.

In this laughter-filled Leadership Program, you’ll discover how humor can help you powerfully deal with the challenges of an ever-changing 
workplace.You’ll explore how to steer clear of the negave or controversial humor that may become a source of problems and complaints by 
concentrang on humor that enhances (and never diminishes) work place culture to improve morale and customer service. 

Life is a game; business is a game; travel is a game, literally everything is a game that usually 
involves winners, losers and spectators.   Discover how to change any game to your advantage 
as you encounter the situaonal stressors, toxic people and various challenges inherent to our 
lives.  

JuJust one person can “Change the Game” for all players by simply applying easy to understand 
and hard to forget concepts that champions have been ulizing for years in sports, business and 
life in general.  A basic shi in perspecve and approach can immediately change the playing 
experience for everyone in a multude of real, tangible and valuable ways.  Using the game of 
marbles as a demonstrave example metaphor, Tim proves that tasks or challenges that have 
become unnecessarily overly-complicated can become surprisingly uncomplicated – FAST 

Tim peTim personally consults with event coordinators prior to, and aer, each event to ensure every 
parcipant receives a bag of marbles to take home as a reminder keepsake, to aid in the 
implementaon of “Change the Game” tools, taccs, strategies, and ingrain the newly devel-
oped philosophy for overcoming what was previously perceived as impossible or unrealisc.
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